AND

1) The Supply Point address (as known to Scottish Water at the time of submitting the T001.0; AND

2) Confirmation of the Supply Point reference in the connection offer under the Operational Code in order that the association between that reference and the newly created SPID(s) can be communicated to the Licensed Provider(s). For the avoidance of doubt, the CMA will not maintain this association, nor will it be continued in the Central Systems once the Partial Registration(s) is in place.

AND

3) The unique SAA Reference Number

Or

The reason for not providing the SAA Reference Number

AND

4) The unique UPRN (Unique Property Reference Number) as published in the One Scotland Gazetteer

Or

The reason for not providing the UPRN;

AND

5) The LP Connection Reference, if this has been provided by the Licensed Provider.

**Step c: Notify new SPID [T002.0 and T002.1]**

Within 1 Business Day of receipt of the information at step b above, the CMA will create the new Supply Point(s). The CMA will then send notification of the Supply Points to Scottish Water, using Data Transaction T002.1 (Notify New SPID), and the relevant Licensed Provider(s), using Data Transaction T002.0 (Notify New SPID).

i. In the case of a Licensed Provider, this notification will constitute a request to submit a T003.0 or a T009.2 (see Step d below).

ii. In the case of Scottish Water, this notification will constitute a request to submit the supporting information for the Supply Point for which they are the Data Owner.

For the avoidance of doubt, the CMA will monitor newly created Supply Points in accordance with CSD0002 (Performance Standards) in order to ensure that Partial Registration Applications are received in a timely manner, and that such Registrations proceed to completion.